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This is a question that many residents of London ask when they are considering watching digital TV
through a Freeview set top box or they have Freeview built into your TV. With the switchover
coming ever closer in April 2012, it is important to find out if you will need a new TV aerial
installation in the London area.

A New TV Aerial or Not?

If you are watching TV at the moment through your TV aerial and you have good to superb picture
quality then the chances are that you will not need a new aerial installing, providing of course that
you live in the coverage area for Freeview. You can check this out online or an aerial installer may
be able to give you advice.

If on the other hand your current picture quality is poor the chances are that you will have to
consider a new TV aerial installation to enjoy the crystal clear signal that is provided through
Freeview. London residents may find that there aerial has suffered from many harsh winters and
needs upgrading. On the other hand it may be that you do not need a new aerial. It may be that your
current aerial can be repaired. A reliable company can undertake new aerial installation in the
London area to ensure you will be able to get a wide range of channels from Freeview. In some
cases they may suggest the installation of a wide band aerial.

What Is A Wideband Aerial?

A wideband TV aerial will generally provide a much wider range of frequencies. In some areas
digital signals are broadcast over a different frequency range from those of the current analogue
signals. With this in mind even if your existing TV aerial is able to get a digital signal there is the
possibility that it may not get the full range of digital channels that are currently available with
Freeview. In this case your aerial installer may suggest a wide band aerial installation. London
residents should then have a much better chance of being able to choose what to watch from more
than 50 channels.

The Range Of Channels

Many residents choose Freeview aerial installation in London due to the wide range of channels that
are â€œfreeâ€• to watch. This consists of entertainment from all your favourites, including BBC One, Two,
and ITV 1, 4, 5 and many more. Residents who choose the HD version of set top box can also
choose from five high definition channels which are free to watch. Channels also include news,
lifestyle, interactive from the BBC red button, music and childrenâ€™s channels.
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There are many residents who choose Freeview a aerial installation London. Contact aerial
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